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Chairwoman Boback, Chairman Sainato, and members of the committee, thank you for the
opportunity to provide testimony on House Bill 1691, proposed legislation that would create an instant
Lottery game to benefit veterans . We have strong concerns about this legislative proposal and believe
it would result in a lose- lose- lose outcome for the Pennsylvania Lottery, for the older
Pennsylvanians who benefit from Lottery-funded programs, and also for the Pennsylvania veterans.
We know this because we have conducted a great deal of research that unequivocally proves that
veterans-themed Lottery tickets sold in other states have underperformed when compared to other
Lottery tickets. As a result, there is an industry-wide trend of state Lotteries opting to discontinue the
sale of tickets with overtly veterans-themed designs because they haven ’t sold as well as other
products. Additionally, at a time when the Pennsylvania Lottery is seeing a significant portion of its
sales siphoned off by illegal gaming options, including the illegal gambling machines marketed as socalled “skill games,” we believe this proposal would be an additional obstacle limiting overall Lottery
sales. Rather than moving forward with this proposal, we believe we should be focused on taking steps
to ensure that older Pennsylvanians, including many veterans, continue to receive the support they
need through Lottery-funded programs.

—

Impact on Older Pennsylvanians

I’d like to start this conversation by reinforcing the Pennsylvania Lottery’s mission. As you know, we
are the only state lottery that directs all proceeds to programs that benefit older adults. Since our first
ticket went on sale in 1972, the Lottery has contributed more than $32.6 billion to fund property tax
and rent rebates, transportation , care services, prescription assistance, and local services including
senior centers and meals. We are tremendously proud of the work we do to fund these programs, and
every decision that we make regarding the Lottery’s business is to responsibly generate as much
funding as possible so that older Pennsylvanians receive the critical support that they need . In turn,
Pennsylvanians are familiar with the Lottery’s mission and many recognize that Lottery proceeds
greatly help the older residents in their communities.
While we certainly appreciate the intent of this legislative proposal and the work legislators are doing
to increase support for veterans, any proposal that diverts Lottery funds from their current purpose
could significantly harm Pennsylvania seniors — this is an inescapable truth . It should also be noted,
while we do not have reliable data to estimate the percentage of older Pennsylvanians who benefit
from Lottery-funded programs and are also veterans, it is a fair assumption that there is some overlap
between these groups. Put another way, it is likely that many veterans in Pennsylvania are already
benefiting from the services and support provided by Lottery funds.
Furthermore, as part of this conversation, it is necessary to bear in mind that Pennsylvania has the fifth
oldest population in the nation, and the number of seniors is expected to grow significantly as baby
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boomers age. This reality means that Lottery-funded programs will be relied upon even more in the
future, which makes any proposal that alters the funding mechanism under the State Lottery Law a
substantial risk to the future viability of these programs.
Looking at Veteran -Themed Games in Other States
As I noted earlier in my testimony, it’s important to recognize that veterans-themed tickets offered in
other states have underperformed when compared with other Lottery
tickets . Staff from the Pennsylvania Lottery worked with Scientific
Games, the Lottery’s vendor for instant games, to look at the sales
N
histories of veterans-themed products in other states.

Kansas passed legislation in 2003 to authorize net profits from
Veterans Benefit Games to go directly to fund select veterans’
programs. Looking at data from the last year, we learned the Kansas
Lottery offered one veterans-themed scratch-off ticket during 2019.
Looking at the sales data for this veterans-themed ticket, Kansas
Veterans Cash (see example on right), it performed at about 36
percent of an average scratch -off ticket at the same price point. That
means it sold about 64 percent below what an average ticket would
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Another example to consider is Texas. Starting in 2009, the Texas
Lottery ran scratch-off games that directly benefited Texas
veterans. The sale of these games supported the Texas Veterans
Commission Fund for Veterans' Assistance ( FVA ) program .

The sales data that we reviewed showed the four veterans-themed
games the Texas Lottery sold between 2009 and 2011 performed
at 65% of average scratch-off tickets at the same price point.
Most recently Texas launched two new games, one in October
2019 and one in October 2020. Texas’ October 2020 game, for
example, performed 50% worse than an average $2 game for that
fiscal year. The October 2019 game sold at about 36 percent below what an average ticket would have.
To take this point further, it’s also important to mention that other state lotteries have moved away
from specialty tickets that benefit specific causes. For example, the Illinois Lottery has used specialty
tickets benefitting breast cancer, HIV /AIDS, veterans’ affairs, and multiple sclerosis. Notably, 100%
of the profits from these games are dedicated to their respective causes. According to sales data for
these games, these tickets consistently underperform when compared to other standard tickets. As a
result, the Illinois Lottery has shifted away from offering an overtly veterans-themed game design ,
having not used one since 2017 .

When you consider these examples from other states, it is clear that veterans-themed tickets simply do
not sell as well as other traditional tickets.
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Creating Problems for Pennsylvania Lottery sales
As many of you know, the Pennsylvania Lottery is a leader in its industry , and we have reached this
point by closely analyzing the products we offer. Our marketing and products teams continually put a
great deal of effort into this work so that we’re offering a wide variety of games, including scratch -off
tickets, that resonate with our players and provide them with the entertainment experience they have

come to expect from us.
From our experience, we know that that there is an opportunity cost involved with offering a scratch off ticket that underperforms. To explain this point, if we were to introduce a veterans-themed game
into our portfolio of products and it underperforms another ticket that could be sold in its place, that
ultimately harms Lottery sales and the profits for programs that benefit older Pennsylvanians. In other
words, we have a finite number of tickets displayed at retail (vending machines, on -counter dispensers,
etc.) to sell to our customers. Filling a vending machine bin with tickets funding veterans programs
means that regular tickets funding senior programs won ’t be available for sale from that bin . If the
veterans-themed ticket also underperforms as similar tickets offered in other states have, Lottery funds
available for senior programs will be reduced by more than the amount raised for veterans’ programs.
Impact of ‘Skill Machines’ on the Lottery

As I have mentioned in testimony before other committees in the General Assembly, the Pennsylvania
Lottery is facing a tremendous threat from illegal gambling competitors, including the illegal gambling
machines marketed as so-called “skill games.” As we discuss this issue today, at least one of these
illegal machines is currently in more than 30 percent of the Lottery’s network of roughly 9,900
retailers. For context, at this time three years ago, that number was approximately eight percent. We
also know that there is the potential for hundreds of millions of dollars in future harm if these
machines are legalized and remain a competitor to the Lottery in the retail environment. That damage
continues to grow by the day as these machines are expanding in Lottery retailers across Pennsylvania.
So why is it important to mention this as we consider the legislative proposal before us? Before we
could contemplate adding another product to the Lottery’s gaming portfolio that provides funding to
another source other than Pennsylvania seniors, we must consider the fact that nearly 70 percent of the
Lottery’s business comes from scratch-off sales. Illegal “skill games” are siphoning off hundreds of
millions of dollars of the Lottery’s scratch-off sales. It is imperative for the General Assembly to take
action to address illegal gambling by supporting House Bill 1113, proposed by state Rep. Ed Neilson,
and Senate Bill 212, proposed by state Sen. Tommy Tomlinson . Both bills would address illegal
gambling machines marketed as “ skill games” while protecting funding for senior programs.

If the legislature were to authorize a scratch-off ticket dedicated solely to benefiting veterans, that
would be yet another obstacle that would ultimately hamper our efforts to responsibly generate funds
for programs that benefit older Pennsylvanians.
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Lottery Benefits Older Pennsylvanians Every Day

I would also like to again to stress the importance of the Pennsylvania Lottery and its mission by
sharing some important data from the prior fiscal year. During the 2020-21 Fiscal Year, Lottery funds:
Helped provide almost 9 million meals served at senior centers and delivered to homes
more than 24,400 meals every day.

—

Provided for more than 17.7 million free transit rides and 1.6 million reduced-fare shared rides
— more than 53,000 rides every day.

—

Delivered more than 5.53 million prescriptions nearly 15,200 every day — to older adults
enrolled in the PACE and PACENET prescription assistance programs.
Supported more than $222.5 million in property tax relief for 466,637 households across
Pennsylvania.

In closing, I would ask that you consider all of the information we have provided in our testimony as
this legislation is considered. Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony on behalf of the
Pennsylvania Lottery .
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